Ecosystem, Under
Control

Have Full Control over Your
Certiﬁcates’ Lifecycle
Issue, Manage and Monitor
Depending on Third Parties

according to the user or directory group, time and date,
IP origin, the program requesting access, the access URL
and web browsing whitelists for URLs. Also, it is able
to warn of the purpose for which the certiﬁcate will
be used in the signature processing, and can request
a reference in the signature processing.

An Easy Way to Manage Your Organization’s
nebulaCERT enables organizations to create and manage

Reduced Economic Costs with Issued and

install them on each device. Our technology also allows

nebulaCERT also allows you to issue them without having
to depend on third parties, thus reducing economic
costs. You can do so through Víntegris’ PKI platform

user or scope manager. In addition, it allows users to work
workstations, so they don’t need to alter their work habits.

accordance with eIDAS.

No More Economic Losses Due to Expired

when and for what they were used.

no less than €21.4M regarding compliance failures
and €12.8M in business continuity. Eliminate the risk of
functionality, and control the on-premise or on-cloud

FEATURES

PKI Platform to Issue Your

Strong Protection Through
Encryption

Integrated with nebulaCERT,
vinCAsign allows compliance with
eIDAS Regulation.

server or an HSM.

A Wide Range of Digital

Legal Compliance Assured

nebulaCERT provides 11 types of

Designed in accordance with eIDAS
Regulation to make transactions
and business easily and legally.

eIDAS Regulation.

Real-Time Monitoring
Through nebulaCERT’s platform, to
used, who used them, when, and
for what purpose.

is a Certiﬁcation Authority and manufacturer of systems and applications for the issuance, renewal,
centralized management and audit of the use of digital certiﬁcates; discovery and inventory of personal and
service digital certiﬁcates; digital signature legally binding; Robust authentication and administrative telematic
notiﬁcations management .
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Its ﬂagship product is nebulaSUITE, the all-in-one solution for digital identity.
’ clients include leading
banks, insurance companies, legal, health retail trade, governments and public sector organizations.

